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THE NEED TO REVIEW
VIRGINIA'S LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE

Report of the Local Government Attorneys of Virginia, Inc.

In April 1986 Governor Gerald L. Baliles addressed the Local Government Attorneys of
Virginia, Inc. (LGA) at its spring conference at Wintergreen. The governor spoke of the
challenges facing local government as Virginia prepares to enter the 21st century. In his
remarks, Governor Baliles posed the question, Ills Virginia's local government structure
able to meet these challenges?"

Shortly after the governor's address, the board ofdirectors ofthe association convened a
task force offifteen members to consider that question from the perspective of the local
government attorney.

The final report of that LGA task force has recently been released. The report's purpose,
as stated in its foreword, is to highlight, for all Virginians, U some of the most intractable
problems now facing local government in the Commonwealth":

The report is intended to be an educational document-()ne that can be read
and understood by all citizens who are concerned about the future of local
government in Virginia, and who seek to ensure that local government is able
to provide economic, efficient, and responsive services to its citizens.....

Virginia's local governments have served the Commonwealth well during its
first 00 years, and their continued strength and viability are crucial to the
preservation ofour representative democracy. It is with a strong belief in the
future health ofour local governments that we present this report to the lead-
ers and citizens ofVirginia.

The News Letter is pleased to be able to reprint the LGA taskforce report here. The editors
gratefully acknowledge the cooperation of the Local Government Attorneys of Virginia,
Inc., for permission to make this informative report available to our readers.

Note: The LGA is Virginia's principal professional associationfor attorneys who repre
sent the cities, counties, and towns of the Commonwealth and for those private attorneys
who specialize in local government law. The LGA taskforce includedfifteen lawyers,from
both the public and private sectors, representing a cross-section ofVirginia' s counties, cit
ies, and towns.

The LGA task force effort was led by Edward J. Finnegan, Loudoun County attorney,
and John H. Foote, Prince William County attorney; LGA's current president is Dean
Foster, Scott County attorney. The LGA task force was staffed by the Center for Public
Service at the University ofVirginia.

Virginians increasingly depend on our
local governments, from the smallest towns
to the largest counties and cities, for an as
tonishing variety of public services. In
most cases, our localities are responsive and
effective. They have performed well for
many years.

But the world of local government has
changed dramatically in the past two dec
ades. As the Commonwealth's population,
businesses, and industries grow, the de
mands on local government become more
complex. Therefore, the Local Government
Attorneys of Virginia (the LGA) decided
to take a new look at old methods, to see
whether our local government structure is
able to keep pace with this more demanding
world--or whether the seams are bursting
under the pressures of life in modem
Virginia.

The LGA has considered a wide range
of questions, and we have concluded that
each turns on three interrelated themes that
are demanding increased attention:

.:. The historical justification for the dif
fering treatment now accorded cities,
counties, and towns may no longer have
any basis.

.:. Local governments lack sufficient in
centives to reach solutions to what are
increasingly regional problems.

.:. Local governments are often not given
the necessary enabling authority to ad
dress major local problems.

After reviewing the evolution of local
government, this report sets forth some



examples of the problems that our locali
ties have faced and will continue to face.
The report concludes with eight recom
mended courses ofaction that the task force
believes will aid the Commonwealth and
its local governments to meet the present
and future needs of our citizens.

Virginia's governmental and business
leaders should look closely at the strengths
and weaknesses of local government today,
so that fractures in its structure will not lead
to failures in the future.

A BRIEF HISTORY

When the first Europeans reached Virginia,
they settled in forts and plantations for
protection and productive purposes. In
1634, however, the legislature divided the
settled regions of the Commonwealth into
eight shires, patterned after the local divi
sions the colonists had known in England.
Shires quickly became known as counties,
and served both as the basis for represen
tation ofstate government at the local level ,
and as the areas from which representatives
were chosen in the General Assembly.

First City Charter Granted in 1722

In 1699 the General Assembly created a
new capitol and town at Williamsburg, but
it was not until 1722 that Governor Alex
ander Spotswood granted that community
Virginia's first city charter. That charter set
forth basic local government authority for
election of a mayor, recorder, alderman, and
councilmen, and for the right to sue and be
sued, acquire property, and have a seal.

Virginia's first constitution, in 1776, did
not mention local government except as
districts for electing members of the Gen
eral Assembly. Before the Constitution of
1830, however, the cities of Williamsburg
and Richmond had been formally incorpo
rated, and several towns had been granted
the power to tax, set boundaries, make
rules, and erect a town hall.

For the seventy-two years the 1830 Con
stitution was in effect, incorporated towns
and cities were virtually indistinguishable.
But things were changing. During those
years the urban population ofVirginia grew
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from less than 5 percent of all its residents
to almost 20 percent; and in 1870 the Gen
eral Assembly enacted legislation that
appeared to formalize the distinctions be
tween the two types of government. It was
the Constitution of 1902 that made the dis
tinction of fundamental import. Cities were
to be incorporated units with population of
5,000 or more; towns were also to be in
corporated, but were to consist of fewer
than 5,000 residents. Three small cities
were allowed to keep their city status.
Counties remained rural, largely undis
turbed by the march of events.

The increasingly formal distinctions
between cities, counties, and towns thus
were based on the needs of incorporated
areas to serve more urban populations, who
required a higher level of services than their
rural neighbors. Rural populations contin
ued to be served by goveI11ments that
needed fewer powers because they faced
fewer problems generated by urbanization.

Counties Now among Most
PopUlous Areas

Virginia's population continued to grow
steadily, and less than fifty years after the
Constitution of 1902 formalized the dis
tinctions between governmental units, the
1950 Census identified no fewer than 47
percent of Virginians as urban dwellers.
Thirty years later, the 1980 Census found
half of Virginia's most populous jurisdic
tions to be counties. Today Fmrfax and
Prince William counties alone have a com
bined population of over 800,000 people.
The aggregate population of the eight cit
ies ofTidewater, in comparison, is just over
1,000,000.

As long as the urban and rural distinc
tions remained sharp between cities and
counties, the varying contours of city and
county structure were adequate. In truth,
the growth in urban counties over the last
twenty years has been nothing short of
explosive, and urban counties are now
much more like cities in the intensity of
their development and the service require
ments of their citizens.

Similarly, over the same twenty years
several rural counties' have chosen to be
come cities to protect themselves from
continued annexations. Several towns also
have become cities, to manage their own
school systems.

Localities Take on New Roles,
Problems

Thus, in the place of the once-pristine di
visions between localities, which served so
well so long, we find today a jumble of
jurisdictional types: counties that provide
city services, cities that have thousands of
agricultural acres, and towns that have their
own school systems. Complaints are equal
Iy varied: counties complain that funding
formulas favor cities, while cities claim just
the opposite; cities complain that annexa
tion restrictions favor counties, and towns
complain that their residents are faced with
double taxation. They all complain about
the efficacy of state government.

Local Government Arrangements
May Not Reflect Modern Needs

Despite these changes, however, the Gen
eral Assembly continues to legislate as if
the differences that once existed continue
to prevail. The question that now looms is
whether the legal distinctions existing
among the three forms of jurisdictional or
ganization, though soundly based in history,
have any continuing utility.! Do these dis
tinctions currently result in deficient organi
zation and an inequitable and indefensible
distribution of local powers? Is there some
other arrangement that would more accu
rately meet the needs of the modern politi
cal world?

2THE CASE IN POINT

Our assessment of the weak points in Vir
ginia's local government structure arose
from our shared experiences. Through our
many exchanges of these experiences, we
began to detect a thematic pattern under
lying weak points. Again and again we
found ourselves making awkward distinc
tions, and we frequently came back to
consideration of three fundamental stum
bling blocks: (1) the distinctions in powers
among local jurisdictions that have

! limited space has made it necessary to delete
Appendix A of the original report, entitled Differ
ences Between Cities, Counties, and Towns: A Par
tial Listing. A copy of this table is available upon
request.



essentially identical responsibilities hinder
solutions to local problems; (2) ineffective
means of regional and intergovernmental
cooperation severely limit a cooperative
response to problems that overrun
traditional bo ndaries; and (3) adequate
local authority to address local and regional
problems simply does not always exist.

The following examples, drawn from
our experiences, illustrate areas of concern
to our members.

LABELLING:
Borrowing Powers

A historic courthquse in rural Virginia
showed signs of age, and the building
needed significant renovation to bring it up
to modern court standards. This work would
cost more than the county could budget in
one year, and the Virginia constitution re
quires county boards ofsupervisors to hold
a referendum on a bond issue before bor
rowing the necessary funds.

The circuit court judge is empowered to
issue an order requiring the renovations. In
another locality the judge had done just that,
declaring his courthouse "unfit for justice, "
refusing to hold 'court again until the build
ing was renovated. 'In this instance, the
judge noted the good-faith efforts of the
board of supervisors by sending the debt
question to referendum, and decided not to
issue such an order.

When the referendum was held, how
ever, the voters turned down the proposed
renovation. Another referendum was held,
and again the ebt question was defeated.
The county board was thus forced to divide

. the renovations into several smaller jobs,
which have been contracted on a year-to-
yearbas~. .

Each small job will involve a separate
bidding process, which will mean more
expense for the contractors, the county, and
the taxpayers. The project's total cost will
probably exceed the original estimates for
the renovations because of this piecemeal
approach, which will result in the inefficient
use of contractors' time, inadequate assur
ances to assist the contractor in borrowing
funds at a favorable rate, and inflated costs
of construction.

T he prudent administration of any busi
ness, including the business of county gov
ernment, often requires the commitment of
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money beyond a single fiscal year,
principally for capital projects that the
elected leadership of a community deter
mines necessary to the future well-being
of the jurisdiction. Capital projects today
require extraordinary amounts of money in
relation to current revenues and expendi
tures, but they are almost invariably less
costly to the citizens when funded by bonds
than through current revenues. The demand
for general fund money for such projects
is placed in direct competition with day
to-day needs for police, fire protection, and
schools.

Debt Referendum Requirements.
Differ

In contrast to the dilemma facing counties,
most city councils and many town councils
in the Commonwealth need no referenda
to issue general obligation bonds to accom
plish projects deemed necessary for the
community. The only constitutionallimita
tion is that total indebtedness cannot exceed
10 percent of the locality's assessed real
estate valuation. Having no constitutional
requirement for a referendum, most muni
cipalities can more readily commit future
revenues to needed projects. Whether such
a comlnitment requires a tax increase or the
issuance of long-tenn indebtedness, it is the
elected municipal government's choice to
make, without case-by-case approval from
the electorate.

Counties Must Issue Referenda

Counties, in contrast, may not commit these
future funds without a referendum, which,
though it surely tests the will of the com
munity toward long-term plans and re
sources, is a cumbersome, costly, and dif
ficult process. Though the 1971 constitution
provides that a county may elect by refer
endum to be treated as a city for bonding
purposes, this requirement itself is an in
stance of differential treatment.

I
LABELLING:
Powers of Taxation

Two adjacent localities, a city and a
county, were considering a request from
their joint chamber ofcommerce to take part
in establishing a conference bureau.
County officials believed that this proposal
benefited primarily the local tourist-related
businesses; because of the county's policy

of using general revenue only for projects
expected to benefit the county as a whole,
they objected to supporting the bureau with
property taxes. Other, more limited tax
sources were sought. The county had avail
able only a transient lodging tax, set at the
maximum 2 percent limit allowed by the
General Assembly. The city had a 4 per
cent lodging tax in place.

County officials decided to seek authority
from the GeneralAssembly to increase their
local lodging tax to 4 percent, the amount
allowed the city. The local hotel and motel
owners and the chamber of commerce
agreed to support the requested increase.
The local legislators agreed to introduce leg
islation to accommodate the local request.

The legislation died in committee in
Richmond. The state hotel and motel as
sociation had not agreed to back the tax,
nor had the retail merchants. These groups
successfully lobbied legislators who, on
general principles, did not think the county
needed the extra taxing capability. The con
ference bureau was not created.

In Virginia the authority to levy taxes is
determined by the General Assembly prin
cipally according to jurisdictional labelling.
Cities and counties simply do not have
equal taxing authority to meet equal needs.

I
LABELLING:
Towns

A town in a rapidly developing county
has its own parks, recreational facilities, and
library, all provided through local tax dol
lars. The facilities are used by townspeople
and county residents alike. The town also
has a police department and conducts plan
ning activities within its boundaries. The·
town has relieved the county of the burden
of providing these programs; and, 'Since
other county residents have not requested
them, the county can avoid the expense of
a parks and recreation program and a li
brary system. Town residents pay' taxes to
both the town and county and they conte/7d
that they are paying for county services
such as law enforcement and planning
activities that they do not use.

A town in a rural county has no manager,
one part-time police officer, one well, and a
small sewage treatment facility to serve its
240 people.. The State Health Department
has served notice that the well and sewer



system do not meet minimum req'uirements
and that new facilities must be constructed.
The town council has no resources, and no
idea how to meet the emergency.

N0 new town has been created in Virginia
since 1966. In those towns that provide a
full range of services, town residents often
find themselves supporting county services
that they never see or use. Smaller towns,
in contrast, may riot have the resources or
expertise to deal with even minor service
delivery problems.

LABELLING:
State Funding Formulas

Law enforcement services are rendered
by the sheriff in most counties. In all cities,
many towns, and some large counties,
however, they are the function of a police
department. Where there are police depart
ments, sheriffs serve solely as officers of
the court and jailers, and the creation of
regional detention facilities in some local
ities has deprived both city and county
sheriffs even of their corrections functions.
State funding for sheriffs' offices and police
departments, however, is not based on due
regard for actual duties. These complex
and confusing formulas have operated so
that state funding for law enforcement in
municipalities is simply less than that for the
law enforcement function in sheriffs'
departments.

Funding for roads and other transportation
improvements in localities is unequally al
located. Most counties and small towns do
not construct and maintain roads; the state
bears that responsibility. Counties work with
the Department of ·Transportation through
the Six Year Road Plan, but the amount of
construction and maintenance is generally
limited by the funding available to the De
partment. Cities and larger towns, on the
other hand, have primary responsibility for
managing their ownroad networks, and are
directly provided funds for the purpose.

Two adjacent localities, one a city and the
other a rural county, are considering their
forthcoming annual budgets. The city is
weighing the schoolboard's request against
its funding needs for police, fire, public
works, street improvements, and myriad
social programs for the disadvantaged,
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elderly, and handicapped. The county
school board's request is without the same
competition from most of these services.

The city's poorpopulation creates a need
for broader and more intensive social ser
vices and a more costly school system. The
educational demands of inner-city children
are generally higher because the "magnet
effect" of the city's social services draws in
a higher proportion of those needing such
services. The county does not need to
provide all of the services to the extent
required in the city because of this
difference in the population characteristics.
While the county has some socialprograms,
their scope and number of clients is far
below those of the city.

The city's real property tax rate is 50
percent higher than the county, yet only 30
percent of its budget is spent on education;
the county spends 75 percent of its budget
on education. The state's basic school-aid
formula does not take into account this
disparate demand on local resources; it is
based on average daily membership and
tax capability. Other factors-such as the
demographic differences and the many
competing demands for funds experienced
by many urban jurisdictions-simply are not
considered.

T he identification of a jurisdiction as a
city or county has significant effects on the
allocation of powers, particularly with re
spect to fiscal matters, which are hard to
justify on purely functional grounds. While
state funding formulas purport to allocate
funds based on need, rather than on juris-'
dictional label, monies are often distributed
on the basis of that label. In consequence,
each type of jurisdiction can argue persua
sively that the fonnulas are unfair, and each
has an interest in forcing uneven distribu
tion of available funds.

State Funding Formulas Often
Hard to Justify

Even though state agencies collect and
publish various data, the infonnation is not
integrated and analyzed in a way that iden
tifies the differential needs and conditions
of the state's political subdivisions.
Consequently, the state must develop its
policies and aid programs affecting local
governments in an atmosphere where
subjectivity and political considerations
prevail over objective conditions.

I
LABELLING:
Transportation Control

A group of developers is trying to have
the timing and turn-lanes for a traffic light
changed, to improve the traffic flow on a
state route that passes through an urban
county's major commercial area. County
officials favor the change, but they have no
control over the light, and the local residency
office says the change cannot be made
without approval from the Richf7)ond office
of the Department of Transportation.

As the pressures on the Virginia Depart
ment of Transportation grow, localities are
taking a larger role in transportation plan
ning, and even in the financing and con
struction of facilities, in recognition that the
Commonwealth is simply no longer ade
quate to the task. Yet counties lack the
ability granted to cities and larger towns to
correct and manage local traffic control
problems. This lack of authority consti
tutes a major stumbling block to economic
development.

I
REGIONAL PROBLEMS:
The Environment

A rapidly growing city has a severe water
shortage. The community has instituted
numerous conservation measures, to which
cooperative citizens have responded,
resulting in a lowerpercapita water use than
anywhere else in the state. Still, the need
for more water persists. The area is
attractive to developers, and the building
goes on.

The community has tapped a(1pOSSIbili
ties for water within its boundaries. It has
entered into contracts with neighboring
jurisdictions in emergency situations. It has
even sought water from another state.
Numerous lawsuits have been filed, but no
resolution appears imminent. At one point
the community thought it had agreement of
allparties to a transferof water from another
place, but interjurisdictionalpolitics dashed
those hopes. Meanwhile, the water situa
tion does not improve.

A rural county is part of a three-county
water, sewer, and solid waste authority.
Most of the authority's production and treat
ment facilities are presently located in one
county, although the plan is to make the
system regional.



Toward that end, the authority recently
allowed a line from the water treatmentplant
to be extended, at no expense to the au
thority, into a neighboring county that is also
a member of the authority. That action has
caused the county in which the plant is lo
cated to be concerned that lIits" water is now
going to o'ther than its own citizens. The
river is the boundary line between the two
counties, and it also serves as a resource
for other counties downstream. The con
cerned county feels that decisions over
which is has no control are being made
about its water; consequently, it is seeking
to withdraw from the regional authority.

A large county gets most of its drinking
water from a reservoir with a catchment
basin that includes portions of four counties.
To protect its supply from pollution, the
county down-zoned approximately 40,000
acres and became embroiled in over forty
lawsuits. All of its efforts are jeopardized
by the inaction of two other counties in the
basin that do not use the reservoir as their
principal water supply and have less
incentive to plan land use in their
jurisdictions to protect it.

Several localities, including counties, towns,
and a city, joined together to form an au
thority to build and operate a regional waste
water treatment plant. When the plant was
built, one of the counties began construc
tion of the sewer line to the regional plant.
The shortest route for the line was through
the city. The city turned down the required
special use permit. Afterconsiderable time,
money, and concessions by the county on
unrelated issues, the city reconsidered its
decision and approved the special use
permit. Hostile feelings remain.

A city, faced with an order from the State
Health Department to close its existing solid
waste disposal site, began the search for a
new location. Because the city's land was
95 percent developed, an adjacent county
location was the obvious choice.

At considerable expense, the city ac
quired an option on what consultants rec
ommended as the best site. Loud public
outcry from county residents contributed to
a denial of a special use permit. This was
repeated twice, on different sites.

The city sued the county, and the judge
told the county to come up with a location.
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The county proposed joint use of the exist
ing county landfill, but its location in the
watershed of the major water supply had
eliminated that site from earlier consider
ation. In spite of negative environmental
aspects and increased costs to the city
because of greater hauling distances and
the need to improve a small rural road, the
city agreed to use the existing county site.

It is increasingly self-evident that some
governmental problems, especially those
concerned with preserving the environ
ment, are so difficult or pervasive that they
cannot be resolved, solely through unilat
erallocal action.

Further, local permit requirements, even
in the case of joint services, can inhibit
putting the necessary structures into place
for interlocal collaborative action. This
situation adds to the expense and increases
hostility, making future cooperation more
difficult. It can even result in environ
mentally unsound decision making.

I
REGIONAL PROBLEMS:
Economic Development

A developer visits a bank seeking assis
tance in constructing a major industry in the
"Iocal area." The banker advises him that
each of the four properties he is consider
ing is located in a different jurisdiction; thus,
he will have to meet four separate sets of
requirements and deal with four separate
governments to plan and develop the
needed roads, services, and utilities.

Two civic centers in nearby cities, each rep
resenting a significant public investment,
are in fierce competition with each other for
business. The various "free" extras offered
to entice entertainers and conventions
undermine the profitability of both these
centers, making it difficult for either to pay
for itself.

Localities have many political incentives
to work independently on economic'devel
opment, but few to work together. Attract
ing a new industry or shopping center is
generally a "winner-take-all" game. The
competition for new development actually
may lessen the overall return to the region,
not only by discouraging potential devel
opers, but also by prompting governments
to lower the standards for land use controls
that best serve the local citizens. Land use

controls may be weakened within the
"winning" jurisdiction, thereby adversely
affecting both the locality and its neighbors
in the long run.

I
REGIONAL PROBLEMS:
Human Services

An elderly resident dependent on welfare
income finds herself unable to stay in her
rural home because she needs to be closer
to medical facilities. Her county, rural and
sparsely populated, has no hospital, no
public transportation, no housing authority,
and no subsidized housing units. She reads
about new subsidized housing units for the
elderly in the city. She decides she should
move there, where her rent will be affordable
and she will be near the hospital, should
anything happened to her.

A young, unemployed male resident of a
rural county is looking for work-but he has
no car, and he needs training to be able to
qualify for the jobs listed in the local paper.
Because he wants to advance himself in
the world, he moves to the city, where he
can enroll in a publicly supported training
program, and where public transportation
is available.

The school superintendent of a small city
must implement an individualized educa
tional program for a local disabled child.
The program that the child needs is expen
sive, and the superintendent knows that a
similar program is already in place in a
nearby urban county school system. He
suggests to the family that it consider mov
ing to this neighboring county, where the
child can get the attention she needs.

Educational and social problems know no
jurisdictional boundaries; they exist every
where. Because urban localities generally
offer more intensive human services than
their rural counterparts, these services of
ten act as a magnet, drawing in from outly
ing areas those citizens who need them.
The concentration of persons needing a
particular service makes delivery of that
service more feasible. In addition, the
number of persons needing services makes
social problems more obvious; as a result,
the electorate is often more supportive of
social programs that will respond to those
needs.



Rural populations must look for services
to county governments, which serve as
anns of the state. Often some people's
needs are overlooked just because they are
not highly visible. Neither the funding for
social programs available nor the organ
ization of service delivery is adequate to
provide adequately for all the state's
citizens.

REGIONAL PROBLEMS:
Nonexistence of Incentives
at State Level

A city was ordered to upgrade its exist
ing wastewater treatmentplant. The neigh
boring county was planning a treatment
plant to protect it from annexation. .The
federal government had the funds to build
a plant to meet the local needs but would
not assign them unless the two localities
worked out an agreement.

After lengthy negotiations, the city and
county formed a regional water and sewer
authority. While they could have built sepa
rate plants, they would have lost the fed
eral money.

Needs for the elderly were identified
throughout the state on a regional basis.
Planning was done to suggest ways to meet
these needs. The federal government
would support programs, provided they
were delivered by a regional agency. As a
result, most of Virginia is served by regional
or area-wide boards for aging, allowing for
better coordination and some savings in ad
ministration, thereby allowing a higherper
centage of the funds to be spent on direct
services.

Pres~nt incentives for local government
cooperation are inadequate, and fiscal and
other incentives can be valuable tools to
encourage a cooperative response to prob
lems affecting more than one locality. Suf
ficient incentives can help develop a coop
erative regional response to a problem, but
Virginia rarely uses this approach.

Indeed, in one part of the Common
wealth, consolidation was recently rejected
by the voters, at least in part because of the
expected loss of school aid if the three ju
risdictions became one. This affirmative
disincentive to regional solutions is exem
plary of the failure to make such solutions
more attractive.
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I
REGIONAL PROBLEMS:
Boundary Disputes

A city began a proceeding with the Com
mission on Local Government to annex
certain territory of an adjoining county.
Later, the county initiated a proceeding
before the commission to obtain immunity
from annexation for the same basic area.
The county then filed a court suit to enjoin
the city from pursuing annexation.

The city responded by filing a separate
court action to enjoin the commission from
reviewing the immunity suit until the previ
ously filed annexation request was com
pleted. Both court actions were dismissed
at the trial court, but the county sought an
appeal that was denied by the Supreme
Court a year later. In the meantime, the
commission conducted hearings' and dis
cussed its reports of findings on the re
quests for annexation and immunity.

After several months of unsuccessful
negotiations, the city filed its court action
for annexation, which was immediately fol
lowed by a county suit for immunity from
annexation. As required by state law, the
annexation suit was stayed pending the
hearing on the immunity petition. Approxi
mately a year later, after discovery and trial,
the three-judge court denied and dismissed
the immunity petition.

The court rejected a request for a fur
ther stay of the annexation suit during an
appeal. The county then filed an original
action in the Virginia Supreme Court to stop
the annexation trial, which was denied. The
trial court scheduled hearings in the annexa
tion case, but the county filed an appeal
from the immunity decision. After several
months of discovery and a two-week trial,
the court awarded the city most of the terri
tory originally requested.

The county then filed an appeal from the
annexation order. While both appeals were
pending before the Supreme Court, the city
and the county finally reached a settlement
that resulted in the dismissal of the appeals
approximately five years after the litigation
had started.

Although agreement was reached, it was
only after two Commission proceedings,
four trial court actions, three appeals to the
Virginia Supreme Court and one original
Supreme Court action. It is fair to ask
whether the parties had r(1ached resolution,
or exhaustion.

In general, the 1979 changes to the state's
procedures for annexation have allowed for
wide-ranging interjurisdictional agree
ments. But they have also resulted in a
much longer and significantly more
expensive process for handling boundary
change requests and other forms of inter
jurisdictional disputes. In areas of the state
where annexations are still possible, most
matters of routine intergovernmental coop
eration are decided in the context of their
potential effect on boundary change dis
putes. Ironically, the 1979 legislation may
be one of the state's few effective incentives
to regional cooperation.

EN'ABtING AUTHORITY:
Waiting for the
General Assembly

When cities, counties, and towns were
originally authorized to enact ordinances
regulating the subdivision and development
of land, they were given authority to admini
ster and enforce those ordinances. In
consequence, a city enacted a subdivision
ordinance requiring payment of certain fees
for review ofproposed subdivision plats. A
developer challenged the requirement that
he pay for this essential review, and the Su
preme Court held that localities lacked the
authority to impose it. The locality was
forced to obtain enabling legislation to
remedy this constricted and burdensome
opinion.

A town and a county were in the midst of a
hotly contested annexation proceeding.
The town needed a significant amount of
new land in order to ensure a market for its
new water and sewer facilities, to offset
increased costs of local administration, and
to permit it to plan more completely for its
environs. The county believed that the
petition was merely the first step in the
town's transition to city status, and was
concerned that an area which it had long
planned- for industrial and commercial de
velopment would be lost to it.

After intense negotiations, the two juris
dictions were willing to enter an agreement
that resolved the town's problems gener
ally, and guaranteed that it would not seek
city status for twenty-five years. Before the
agreement could be signed, however, law
yers for both sides advised that there was
no enabling authority for either to enter such
a widf;J-ranging agreement. The enabling



legislation was eventually obtained, but at
the risk of losing the agreement itself be
cause of the year-long delay necessitated
by seeking the legislation.

T he strict limitations imposed on Vir
ginia's localities often deprive them of the
flexibility they need to address modern
problems of governance. Indeed, these
limitations can prove a trap for the unwary.
The General Assembly finds itself increas
ingly besieged by localities wishing some
amendment to the Code to permit action
desired by local constituents. Some are
minor issues of implied powers, and some
are major issues, like local bottle bills and
handgun legislation. Whatever the meas
ure, the locali ies seek powers that their
people demand.

I
ENABLING AUTHORITY:
Land Use Controls

A developer sought approval from the
board of supervisors for his subdivision
plats. Because the planned development,
once complete, would account for almost
half of the traffic on the abutting secondary
roads, and because the development would
consequently necessitate road improve
ments, the county denied approval unless
the developer either paid for the cost of re
constructing the two state secondary roads
abutting his property or reconstructed them
himself.

The developer sued the county, and he
lost in the trial court. However, the Virginia
Supreme Court overturned the trial court's
decision and held that no express local
authority exists to require a subdivision
developer to construct improvements to
existing public roads.

Land use control remains an exception
ally troublesome issue for local govern
ments. The time has come to take a com
prehensive look at the powers granted to
localities to regulate land development and
its effects on every public service, from
public education to public roads. While the
state considers land use a local issue, it has
significantly limited local freedom to de
velop an adequate response to the pressures
and costs of growth.

Proper land use control requires active
participation of local governments. Land
use control has traditionally been a local
prerogative, and new legislation is needed
to expand the locality's capacity to control
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the impact of development on transporta
tion arteries and other public facilities, and
to facilitate the formulation of intelligent
policy.

3 RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR ACTION

This review of Virginia's local government
organization reflects both the strengths and
weakness of our system. Virginia's local
government structure has no fundamental
flaws; but the situation is not perfect either.
Localities are now faced with demands that
were simply unheard of a few years ago.
These demands, coupled with changes in
the law, including increased liability for
local government operations once thought
entirely immune, have profoundly affected
local government affairs.

The labels county, city, and town, which
we have historically applied to Virginia's
localities, no longer accurately distinguish
their needs and attributes. They assume
importance, however, both in state fund
ing decisions and in the grant of powers.
But urban localities, be they cities or coun
ties, enjoy the same level of competence,
and they deserve similar treatment by the
General Assembly.

The most intractable issues facing Vir
ginia's local governments today affect more
than one locality, and the regional scope of
these problenls will grow. Threats with re
gard to air and water quality and safe waste
disposal, inadequate water supplies, dete
riorating and insufficient transportation sys
tems, and human service needs produced
by our exceptional rates and patterns of
growth will require cooperative responses.

The incentives for local cooperation,
however, are sorely deficient. While lo
calities have made real strides in intergov
ernmental cooperation, the interests of a
single jurisdiction too often encourage
parochial positions. State leadership must
often pave the way for interlocal coopera
tion, but that happens far too seldom. And
until the unique problems associated with
interjurisdictional disputes can be resolved,
they will continue to be the single most
divisive issue in local government relations.

The General Assembly must think about
ways to enhance the state's influence in
helping localities to reach amicable settle-

ments of their mutual problems. Incentive
funding from the state would encourage
new and multijurisdictional approaches to
service delivery. Moreover, if the General
Assembly wants local governments to ad
dress properly both local and regional is
sues, it ought explicitly to give localities
the needed powers to do so-and thus
loosen the current judicially imposed stric
tures on local authority.

Recommendations

To ensure that Virginia's local government
structure is equipped to handle present
demands and future pressures, the LGA
recommends that the Commo wea ta e
the following steps:

.:. 1. Critically review distinctions be
tween the powers of cities and counties
to borrow funds.

.:. 2. Reconsider differences in local tax

ing powers, and the justifications for
capping revenue sources for counties,
when cities are not similarly limited.

.:. 3. Establish and continually refine a
comprehensive statistical profile of the
Commonwealth's counties, cities, and
towns that will recognize current and
varying conditions of each localities.

.:. 4. Routinely review state funding for
mulas to determine whether they pro
vide adequate levels of support and dis
tribute available monies where the need
is greatest, without regard for artificial
jurisdictional distinctions.

.:. 5. Undertake a comprehensive com
parison of the cost of providing services
at a designated level of quality in the
urban, rural, and developing areas of the
Commonwealth.

.:. 6. Review local government's power to
regulate land use, and provide greater
authority for local and regional initia
tives in land use and transportation
management.

.:. 7. Identify and eliminate impediments
to interjurisdictional agreements arising
from state policies, to ensure that state
policies encourage, rather than dis
courage, regional solutions to regional
problems.

.:. 8. Undertake a recodification of Title
15.1 of the Virginia Code. This title is
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the body of statutory law for counties,
cities, and towns, and has received no
comprehensive review for twenty-five
years now; by common agreement it is
in disarray.

The law of local government has been
hard pressed to keep pace with the devel
oping demands of political reality. If, as
Justice Holmes said, the life of the law is
experience, then our recent experience
teaches that the pressures will grow, that
responsibilities and needs will expand, that
traditional distinctions between counties,
cities, and towns will continue to blur, and
that traditional justifications for .limiting
public service delivery to jurisdictional
boundaries will erode.

Local government organization in
Virginia is an evolutionary brew, once
based on a relatively clear and discrete
system that no longer suffices to describe
reality. The ad hoc decisions made about
the division of powers and responsibilities
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between and among the jurisdictions and
subgovemments of this state have created
a confusing, sometimes overlapping, and
sometimes inadequate arrangement of
convenience that has been inadequately
challenged.
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